
DUBAI: Boeing Co inked a $1.3 billion deal yesterday to sell
four 777 freighters to Ethiopian Airlines as an aircraft
provider to a Kuwaiti carrier resuming operations tentatively
agreed to buy 25 Airbus A320neos. Chicago-based Boeing
and Ethiopian, Africa’s largest cargo operator, made the
announcement at the biennial Dubai Air Show, which contin-
ues through tomorrow.

Boeing 777 freighters have a list price of $325.7 million.
However, airlines and manufacturers typically negotiate dis-
counts on such deals. Later yesterday, Airbus announced the
tentative sale of the A320neos to Golden Falcon Aviation, the
exclusive airplane provider to Wataniya Airways. Wataniya, a
private company, resumed operations in July after the compa-
ny folded in 2011 over financial difficulties amid the Arab
Spring protests that gripped the Mideast.

At list price, the 25 A320neos would be worth $2.7 billion.
Two-engine, single-aisle A320neos can seat a maximum of
180 passengers. This year’s air show has seen less sales than
in past years. The only major deal announced so far came
Sunday, when long-haul carrier Emirates purchased 40
Boeing 787-10 Dreamliners in a $15.1 billion deal.

So far, there’s been little news for Airbus, which has pinned
hopes of continuing production of its A380 double-decker
jumbo jet on Emirates, the world’s largest operator of the air-
craft. Reports circulated before the air show that a major
A380 sale would be coming.

Airbus employees even filled a news conference on
Sunday, expecting the A380 sale, instead to find state-owned
Emirates making the deal with Boeing in front of Dubai’s ruler,
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al-Maktoum.

Emirates now relies solely on the Airbus 380 and the
Boeing 777 for its flights, making it the largest operator of
both. It now has 165 Boeing 777s in its fleet today and took
possession of its 100th  A380 earlier this month.

EgyptAir deal
Canadian aircraft maker Bombardier said yesterday it had

agreed to sell up to 24 CSeries aircraft to EgyptAir for a total
price tag of nearly $2.2 billion. According to a letter of intent
signed between both companies, the Egyptian carrier placed
12 firm orders for CS300 planes and took out purchase rights
for another 12, Bombardier said in a statement released during
the Dubai air show.

“We undertook a thorough evaluation process of our fleet
and realised that the CS300 would fit perfectly into our busi-
ness plans and growth strategy,”  EgyptAir CEO Safwat
Musallam said in the statement. Bombardier Commercial
Aircraft President Fred Cromer said the deal “confirms the
need for right-sized aircraft in the Middle East. We are confi-
dent that our small single-aisle C Series is ideally-suited to
serve the hot temperature environments of the region”. The
deal is the second firm order for Bombardier aircraft since last
month’s announcement that European plane maker Airbus
would take over Bombardier’s CSeries program.

The previous sale covered 31 aircraft for an unidentified
European client. Bombardier’s single-aisle CSeries program
covers the 100 to 150-seat segment and is comprised of the
CS100 model and the larger CS300. EgyptAir, founded in
1932, is the oldest airline in the Middle East and Africa, and
Egypt’s national airline, flying to 70 destinations in 60 coun-
tries. Bombardier in October ceded control of the CSeries to
Airbus, abandoning hope of ascending into the top echelons of
passenger aircraft manufacturing alongside rivals Airbus and
Boeing, but securing US market access for its new jetliners.

The European aircraft manufacturer took a 50.1-percent
stake in the CSeries program in exchange for using its sales and
marketing heft to lift CSeries sales. The CSeries is the first new
design in the 100 to 150-seat category in more than 25 years,
and only recently started to roll off assembly lines. —Agencies
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LONDON: Britain’s competition regulator has given
the green light to supermarket giant Tesco’s £3.7-bil-
lion takeover of wholesaler Booker, it said yesterday.
The takeover, worth $4.8 billion or 4.2 billion euros, has
been provisionally cleared by the Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA), it announced in a statement.
Tesco launched the blockbuster deal earlier this year in
a bid to become  the nation’s top food business, slash
costs and take on German-owned discount retailers.

The regulator ruled yesterday that the pair do not
compete head-to-head in most of their activities.

“The CMA has provisionally concluded that Tesco’s
purchase of Booker does not raise competition con-
cerns,” it said. The news sent Tesco’s share price surg-
ing 6.36 percent to 188.25 pence in afternoon trade on
the rising London stock market.

However, shares have still shed around ten percent
in value since the deal was unveiled in late January on
fears it was overpaying. “Tesco will be hoping that its
sheer size and buying power will help it fend off others
in the sector and restore it as the nation’s favorite
supermarket,” said analyst Graham Spooner at stock-
broker The Share Centre.

“The jury is likely to still be out for some time on
that,” he added. Booker is the country’s largest cash-
and-carry operator and sells goods to  more than
503,000 customers-including grocers, pubs and
restaurants.  It also owns convenience store chains
Budgens, Londis and Premier, as well as trade-facing
Makro and Booker Wholesale. “The CMA found that
Tesco as a retailer and Booker as a wholesaler, sup-
plying to caterers, independent and symbol group
retailers including Premier, Londis and Budgens, do
not compete head-to-head in most of their activities,”
the regulator added yesterday. “In particular, Tesco
does not supply the catering sector to which Booker
makes over 30 percent of its sales.” In a brief state-
ment, Tesco welcomed the CMA news, adding that it
expected the takeover to complete in early 2018. “We
look forward to creating the UK’s leading food busi-
ness, bringing together our combined expertise in
retail and wholesale,” it said. 

“This merger has always been about growth, and
will bring benefits for independent retailers, caterers,
small businesses, suppliers, consumers, and col-
leagues.” Tesco is Britain’s biggest retailer but has
been troubled in recent years by an accounting scandal
and fierce domestic competition from German discount
chains Aldi and Lidl.

In October however, the supermarket group
revealed it had rebounded into first half net profits-and
announced it would resume dividend payments to
shareholders. Tesco is the world’s third-biggest super-
market chain after France’s Carrefour and global leader
Wal-Mart of the United States. —AFP
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DUBAI: Crown Prince of Dubai, Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al-Maktoum (right),
looks at an Eurofighter Typhoon fighter jet during the Dubai Airshow yesterday in the United
Arab Emirates. —AFP

This file photo taken on January 27, 2017
shows a combination of pictures created in
London on January 27, 2017 from pictures tak-
en in London on January 27, 2017 shows the
signage on the front of a branch of a Tesco
(top) supermarket in London and signage on
the front of a branch of Booker (bottom) food
wholesale store in London. —AFP

Services boost US
producer prices; 
inflation firming
WASHINGTON: US producer prices rose more than expect-
ed in October, driven by a surge in the cost of services, lead-
ing to the biggest annual increase in wholesale inflation in
over 5-1/2 years. Yesterday’s report from the Labor
Department also showed steady gains in underlying producer
prices, which support expectations of a gradual increase in infla-
tion and keep the Federal Reserve on track to raise interest rates
in December. The producer price index for final demand
increased 0.4 percent last month after a similar gain in
September. In the 12 months through October, the PPI jumped
2.8 percent, the largest increase since February 2012.

The PPI rose 2.6 percent year-on-year in September.
Economists had forecast the PPI edging up 0.1 percent last
month and increasing 2.4 percent from a year ago.

Prices for services advanced 0.5 percent last month after
increasing 0.4 percent in September. A 24.9 percent surge in
margins for fuels and lubricants retailing accounted for almost
half of the increase in the cost of services last month. That
helped to offset a 4.6 percent drop in the cost of gasoline.
Wholesale gasoline prices soared 10.9 percent in September in
the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, which struck Texas in late
August and reduced refining capacity in the Gulf Coast area.

Gasoline prices are falling amid ample crude oil supplies.
Last month’s rise in prices received by the nation’s farms, facto-
ries and refineries was also driven by rising costs for goods
such as pharmaceutical preparations, fresh and dry vegetables,
meat and tobacco.

The dollar pared losses against a basket of currencies after
the data, while prices for US Treasuries fell. A key gauge of
underlying producer price pressures that excludes food, energy
and trade services rose 0.2 percent last month. It has increased
by the same margin for three straight months. The so-called
core PPI increased 2.3 percent in the 12 months through
October after advancing 2.1 percent in September. A weakening
dollar could gradually lift core PPI. The dollar has this year lost
5.4 percent of its value against the currencies of the United
States’ main trading partners. Inflation has remained stubbornly

low, despite the labor market nearing full employment. The main
inflation measure tracked by the Fed has remained below the US
central bank’s 2 percent target since mid-2012.  Despite moder-
ate price pressures, the Fed is expected to raise interest rates
next month. There is cautious optimism that tightening labor
market conditions will spur faster wage growth next year.

The Fed has increased borrowing costs twice this year.
October’s consumer inflation data scheduled for release today
could shed more light on the future course of monetary policy.

Last month, food prices rose 0.5 percent after being unchanged
in September. Core goods increased 0.3 percent after a similar
gain in the prior month. Prices for passenger cars were
unchanged last month. The government introduced new motor
vehicle pricing models into the survey in October. The cost of
healthcare services gained 0.3 percent after being unchanged
in September. Those costs feed into the Fed’s preferred infla-
tion measure, the personal consumption expenditures (PCE)
price index excluding food and energy. —Reuters 

Eurozone growth, 
eclipsing US 
economy, set to 
be best in decade
BRUSSELS: The eurozone’s annual economic growth
rate outstripped that of the United States in the third
quarter setting up 2017 as the best year for the curren-
cy area since financial markets crashed a decade ago.
Germany was a major factor, but even some of the
bloc’s laggards, such as Italy, showed signs of revival.
Eurostat, the European Union statistics office, con-
firmed a preliminary estimate that euro zone gross
domestic product (GDP)grew 0.6 percent from July to
September from the previous quarter and on a year on
year basis was 2.5 percent higher.

This was higher than the 2.3 percent year-on-year
rate for the US economy, which had been growing
faster than the euro zone. The US quarterly numbers
were slightly better than the eurozones at 0.7 percent,
however. “A robust labor market recovery, growing
export markets, an accommodative monetary stance,
improving lending conditions and modest inflation are
but a few of the tailwinds that the euro zone economy
is experiencing,” ING economist Bert Colijn said.

“Because of that, this could well be its strongest
year for growth since 2007. The eurozone will likely
outpace both the U.S. and UK in terms of GDP growth
in 2017,” he said. Euro zone GDP grew 3.0 percent in
2007, and reached 2.1 percent in 2010 and 2015.

Partly as a result of the growth, euro zone invest-
ments have turned in one of their best years since the
single currency was born in 1999, confounding many
who had bet on the bloc to be the disaster play of
2017. The strong eurozone growth was powered by

the biggest economy Germany, which shifted into an
even higher gear in the third quarter, propelled by
buoyant exports and rising company investments in
equipment. Seasonally adjusted German GDP rose
0.8 percent on the quarter, beating a consensus fore-
cast of 0.6 percent, which was also the second-quar-
ter growth rate.

Second biggest France grew 0.5 percent on the
quarter and 2.2 percent in annual terms and the third
biggest Italy beat expectations with a 0.5 percent
quarterly, and 1.8 percent annual growth, supported by
exports and domestic demand. The Netherlands, the
fifth biggest economy, grew an expected 0.4 percent
on the quarter after a record jump of 1.5 percent in the
previous three months, putting it on track for a 3.3 per-
cent expansion this year, the strongest since 2007.

Outside the bloc, euro zone growth also exceeded
that of Britain, the EU’s second-ranked economy which
will leave the bloc in March 2019. The British economy,
affected by a drop in the pound against the euro since
last year’s Brexit vote, expanded 0.4 percent on the
quarter in sterling terms and just 1.5 percent annually.

Separately, Eurostat said eurozone industrial pro-
duction fell  by 0.6 percent month-on-month in
September as expected by markets but rose 3.3 per-
cent year-on-year, slightly beating economists’ average
forecast of a 3.2 percent increase. “The outlook for
production in the fourth quarter remains strong,” ING’s
Colijn said. “New orders for manufacturing surged in
August and businesses are reporting large backlogs of
work according to the PMI survey.

“That should result in continued strength in industry
in the final quarter of the year, adding to the possibility
that our estimate for GDP growth in 2017 of 2.3 per-
cent could still be too low,” he said.

The stronger growth supports the European Central
Bank’s decision last month to start weaning the euro
zone off ultra-loose money by saying that from January
it will halve the amount of bonds it buys every month
to 30 billion euros ($35.1 billion). It nevertheless prom-
ised years of stimulus and left the door open to back-
tracking. — Reuters 

British inflation 
steadies at 5-year 
high in October
LONDON: Britain’s annual inflation rate steadied at a five-
year high of 3.0 percent in October as rising food prices
offset falling motor fuel costs, official data showed yester-
day. The Consumer Prices Index 12-month rate was
unchanged from the level in September, the Office for
National Statistics said in a statement. Analysts’ consensus
forecast had been for a slight rise in CPI to 3.1 percent.

Inflation has soared this year as a Brexit-hit pound
ramped up import costs, which led the Bank of England to
raise its key interest rate for the first time in a decade at a
meeting earlier this month. The BoE tightened borrowing
costs to 0.50 percent from a record-low of 0.25 percent,
with Britain’s inflation far above the central bank’s 2.0-per-
cent target rate. Separately yesterday, data from research
group Kantar showed that UK grocery price inflation for
the quarter ending November 5 stood at 3.4 percent, the
highest level in four years.

Further rate hike? 
At three percent overall, “inflation looks like it has

peaked and... the Bank of England will tread carefully”,
ING bank economist James Smith said following yester-
day’s data, adding that another rate rise next year
remained a possibility.

“Brexit negotiations will be a big determining factor
and there are a lot of hurdles to overcome over the next
few months,” he added. British Prime Minister Theresa
May begins a major parliamentary battle over Brexit yes-
terday. MPs will have their first chance to scrutinize the
EU Withdrawal Bill, which would formally end Britain’s
membership of the European Union and transfer four
decades of EU legislation into UK law. Britain is on course
to leave the bloc in March 2019. —AFP

In this Oct 27, 2017 photo, a worker helps assemble a Ford truck at the Ford Kentucky Truck
Plant, in Louisville, Ky. Yesterday, the Labor Department reported on US producer price infla-
tion in October. —AP


